Engineering excelence.
Delivered.

NEO tiny house

Simply
perfect

Perfection is a journey, not a destination. We are fanatical about
perfection in everything we do, we live and breathe it. We push the
boundaries to deliver smart, sustainable tiny homes. We focus on
exceptional design – from the concept all the way through to the
décor. We are more than fanatical about build quality. We test, test
and test some more to make sure that what we deliver works. We
are perfectionism in action.

Design elegance

Perfectly optimised space

Safety

Engineering excellence

As much security as you want

Comfortable yet minimalist design, uncluttered

Great aesthetics

Functionality built-in

Versions to suit different needs

D E L I V E R LY L E A D T I M E

FLEXIBILITY

NO WORRIES

2 MONTHS

GROUND, WHEELS, WATER

FREE DELIVERY

Ecology & Sustainability
The cottage is designed to be a friend to the environment. Wherever we can
we have used natural materials – wood for the framing, sheeps wool for the
insulation – we use an absolute minimum of plastics and about the only chemicals we need in the construction are glue and waterproofing.
Being eco-friendly can also be good for your wallet. Our tiny house has an
amazing depth of insulation built into the walls and we just about completely
avoid heat bridges that radiate cold through the walls in winter (and, just as
important, avoids heat passing through the walls in summer). Our expert on
statics is passionate about this – one of his specialist areas is avoiding these
“heat bridges”. Perfectionism in insulation.

Bright thinking about lighting
All our lights are LED to reduce electric consumption and tested for colour
temperature to be kind to your eyes. Most of the lights run on low voltage (12V
and 24V) so that if you hook up solar panels or a generator of some sort, the
tiny home is optimised and ready for it. A few lights are 240V so if the solar is
not working you still have light. Perfectionism in lighting.

Charge like a bull
We also have the latest USB-C charging points built in – so you don’t need to
carry or use inefficient transformers converting from 230V for every device,
we have 1 super-efficient transformer giving you device-charging power where
you need it. Perfectionism in charging.

Stay connected
For those times where you can’t hook up to a local wifi point, the router in
the tiny house takes a SIM card and covers the tiny with wifi signal. If you
are somewhere really remote, the router can be fitted to the roof (it can live
outside, no problem) 4.5m up so that you get the best possible signal. Perfectionism in technology.

Power mad
If you have a normal supply of power, like to a house (e.g. 3 x 25A) then awesome, no worries, you can skip this bit.
But if your power supply is just an extension cable from a nearby barn, or a
neighbour, you may have only 1 x 16 amps available - that’s 3840 Watts. Just
think, a hair drier and the kettle together use up over half of that! Exactly like
in your house or flat, if you turn everything on at the same time and you use
up more than the safe maximum power, the safety cut out would switch all
the power off. This is critical as you may also trigger the safety cut-out in the
barn or neighbours place. And if they are away on holiday, that could be tricky.
You need some help. Don’t worry, we got your back on this.

Chatanatotata is smart.
We use smart home technology to help you manage your power. If you have
the heating on and you turn the oven on, the system will automatically turn
the heating off to make sure you don’t use too much power. We can do the
same with washing machine, hair drier and all the other devices using a lot of
electricity. But we give you the choice - if you are determined to push it to the
edge, you can. Electrical perfectionism.

In the middle of nowhere

Hit the road Jack

If your idea of perfection is complete isolation, we can help you

CNT is designed to be street-legal. It is designed to offer the

go off-grid. Let’s be honest – you will have some compromises

maximum space possible while fitting within the legal height,

to make – if you have 2 batteries and a little solar panel you

width, length and weight limits to be on the road – this means

won’t be turning the electric heating on. Well, not for long any-

you can tow it behind a car. Hit the road Jack…

way. If you are serious about off-grid, we can help with setting

Settling down

up solar, generators, battery banks so you can be off-grid as

When your days of wandering with your TH are over… you have

long as you like.

found the field of your dreams and want to permanently locate
your TH there, we can take the TH off the trailer for you and

Get on up

mount it where you like. We will advise on building a solid base

Most tiny homes are built onto a trailer and are forever stuck

for it to sit on, lift the house and remove the trailer, lower the

there. Some don’t even have a trailer at all so they are more

house onto the base. Job done. And if you don’t need the trailer

like a shed than a tiny home. We wanted CNT to be truly flexible

any more, ask us and we will buy it back from you.

and with this in mind our engineers really took on the toughest
challenge.
CNT can be lifted off it’s trailer. So if you need STK on the trailer,

Custom options

it can be done. If you decide to place CNT somewhere perma-

We have a production design for CNT that enables us to build

nently, it can be done. If you want to lift it onto a lorry or a boat,

it in volume, probably unique in the European market. We can

it can be done. Perfect engineering.

offer you plenty of choices – colours, appliances, look and feel,
even with / without the loft. But in the same way you can’t buy

Living on-board

a Fabia with a Porsche engine – or, for that matter, a Porsche

Our latest exciting new option is to lift the tiny home onto a

with a Fabia engine – there are some basic structural designs

boat, to turn CNT into a floating home. You can park (for aspir-

that need to remain constant. Tell us your vision and we will see

ing sailors it is called mooring) the boat on the river, on a lake

how we can customise CNT to your dream.

(or in your over-sized swimming pool) - anywhere with enough
water to float your boat. Ask us for details.

Transport
Chatanatotata can of course be towed behind a
car but if you don’t like the idea or you don’t have
a strong enough car or the driving license, then
sure, we will bring it to where you want it. We call
it home delivery. Better than Deliveroo or Uber
Eats - probably the best home delivery you will
ever have

Don’t worry. Be happy.
You have enough things to worry about. You simply don’t need to worry about your tiny home, it’s
about as stress-free as buying a home can be. We
can help with financing. Delivery. Upgrading your
tiny home. Even the insurance in case bad luck
comes your way. And repairs and improvements
in case you ever need them. A complete package
of happiness.

Community
Tiny homes and tiny living offer so much more
than just a neat product. It is a popular and thriving community of like-minded people, interested
in tiny living for many reasons…affordability…a
weekend place nearby nature…eco friendly…low
energy (and low energy cost) footprint…and a
passing interest in minimalism without sacrificing
function and comfort.
We have our own community of tiny house users
and can also connect you into many other communities of interest. But this is not handing off
support of our product to “the community”. Oh
no. We support our product, our clients and our
community.

